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LORENZ FIELDS CONVEY ENERGY AS NADELSTRAHLUNG
H. C. POTTER
Abstrat. Gauge transformations leave unhanged only spei Maxwell
elds. To reveal more, I develop Lorenz eld equations for superposed, soured
and unsoured, wave funtion potentials. In this Maxwell form system, the
Lorenz ondition is harge onservation. This allows me to dene three trans-
formation lasses that sreen for Lorenz relevane. Nongauge, sans gauge
funtion, Lorentz onditions add polarization elds. These enable emergent,
light-like radiation. That from Lissajous potentials is Nadelstrahlung. It on-
veys energy loalized like partiles at harge onserving, progressive phase
points. Suh rays esape disovery in modern Maxwell elds where gauge
transformations suppress the polarizations.
1. Introdution
In 1867, during the time when J. C. Maxwell (1831-79) was publishing his ele-
tromagneti theory, L. V. Lorenz (1829-91) published his theory equating light
vibrations with eletri urrents [1℄. This work is translated to modern vetor no-
tation and ritiqued in [2℄. Lorenz starts with Kirhho's Ohm's law expression.
For salar potentials with a nite propagation speed, he obtains delayed potentials.
These potentials satisfy inhomogeneous wave equations and, when harge is on-
served, the eponi Lorenz ondition [3, pp. 268-9℄. They are nonloal. All their
derivatives also must be inhomogeneous wave funtion solutions for orrespondingly
dierentiated remote soures. Sine the potentials satisfy wave equations they an
be augmented with homogeneous wave equation solutions. These soureless aug-
mentations are loal. Their derivatives depend only on proximate values. The
omposite potentials still satisfy wave equations and the Lorenz ondition with one
and the same propagation speed. But they are no longer stritly delayed. Their
dierential harater is mixed, loal and nonloal.
In his 1867 paper, Lorenz never develops rst order eld equations from his
potentials. In fat, until now, this has been ignored. With magneti indution
as the vetor potential url, I obtain Lorenz eld equations with Maxwell form.
This allows Lorenz delay to be fully probed. For nonloal potentials, the elds
in these equations are nonloal also. The desirable loality an be restored as
a far eld approximation for systems that satisfy spei size onstraints [4, p.
222℄. For the augmented potentials, the Lorenz eld equations inorporate elds for
eletri displaement and magneti eld strength by adding polarization elds. This
development is presented formally in Se. 2. It shows that wave funtion potentials
satisfying the Lorenz ondition assure harge onservation. Thus, the form invariant
Lorenz ondition is harge onservation. This limits potentials transformation.
Polarization radiation is desribed in Se. 3. It should aid light mehanism study.
Transformation and radiation aspets are disussed in Se. 4.
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2. Lorenz fields
The eletromagneti Lorenz potentials satisfy dierential wave equations with
harge, ρ, and urrent, J, density soures and, when harge is onserved, the Lorenz
ondition
− a∇ •A = ∂Ω
∂t
. (1)
For soures distributed throughout all spae, the potentials are given by
aΩ = −4πρ, (2a) aaA = −4πJ. (2b)
The wave equation operator for wave speed a, a, is dened in Se. 4.1. When the
potentials are augmented by solutions to the homogeneous wave equation, aΩ0 =
aA0 = 0, the Lorenz ondition takes the modied form
− a∇ • (A+A0) = ∂(Ω + Ω0)
∂t
. (3)
The augmentations ould be set to zero by impliit salar strengths. For
E = −∇Ω− A˚/a (4a) and B =∇×A, (4b)
we also have the elds D = E+P and H = B−M. The polarization elds are
P = −∇Ω0 − A˚0/a (5a) and M = −∇×A0. (5b)
The ring denotes temporal partial dierentiation. Constants for units adjustment
are set to unit value. All elds satisfy wave equations with propagation speed a.
These denitions pass the augmentation strengths to the polarizations. Without
strengths, the polarizations vanish when the augmentations are derived from a
gauge funtion, i.e. when A0 = ∇χ and Ω0 = −χ˚/a. The elds satisfy Maxwell
form equations:
∇ •B = 0, (6a) ∇ •D = 4πρ, (6b)
a∇×E = −∂B/∂t, (6) a∇×H = ∂D/∂t+ 4πJ. (6d)
Together Eqs. (6b) and (6d) give the ondition for harge onservation
∇ • J+ ∂ρ
∂t
= 0. (7)
The Eq. (3) Lorenz ondition too gives this when ated on by the wave equation
operator a.
Fields derived from the delayed potentials an not be proportional to those de-
rived from the potential augmentations. This means oupling normally provided
by the onstitutive relations, D = ǫE and B = µH, is not primal. There are
three hoies. First, take the relations as valid in very small spae-time volumes
where boundary onditions are set. Seond, further augment the potentials with
proportional delayed potentials. Then, wave funtion speed an be adjusted for
dieletri onstant ǫ and magneti permeability µ by measurement. Third, ou-
ple the elds by loal and nonloal uxes. To see this, notie that the relation
H• (∇×D)−D• (∇×H) =∇• (D×H) allows two energy ontinuity expressions
to be obtained from Eqs. (6) and (6d). When E and B are replaed by P and M
using the expressions for D and H,
a∇ • (H×D) =
[
H • ∂H
∂t
+D • ∂D
∂t
]
+ 4πD • J. (8a)
More diretly,
a∇ • (H×E) =
[
H • ∂B
∂t
+E • ∂D
∂t
]
+ 4πE • J. (8b)
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Both exist when the polarizations vanish. But when E and B vanish, the latter
vanishes and the former arries the entire ux. This oupling allows loal polar-
ization waves to emerge from a nonloal eletromagneti eld. The Hertz dipole
radiation solution disussed in Se. 4.2 is the only extant example whih exhibits
this emergene.
3. Polarization radiation
As soures go to zero the potentials beome possible augmentations. So, the
potential augmentations an onserve harge. These augmentations are then re-
strained by the Lorenz ondition. Potentials in matter free spae have not been so
restrained previously. With this restraint, the potentials desribe waves that an be
onsidered to propagate by progressively onserving harge. Features are given in
Se. 3.1. There I show the polarizations will desribe rays without the longitudinal
elds that plague other formulations [5℄. An example with Lissajous vetor poten-
tial is presented in Se. 3.2. In this instane rays are real spae paths determined by
linearly independent potential vetor omponent phases. With neither wave paket
dispersion [6℄ nor quantum mehanial nonloality, these rays provide loalization
that has long eluded disovery. Loalization to rays is relaxed for linearly dependent
omponent phases.
3.1. Polarization waves. As representative Lorenz potential augmentations on-
sider
A0 = (f, g, h) , (9a) kΩ0 = k•A0 = kxf+kyg+kzh. (9b)
When f , g and h are funtionally dependent only on phase fators ωt−k • r where
k = (kx, ky, kz) and a
2k2 = ω2, these potentials satisfy the homogeneous wave
equation and the Lorenz ondition. Sine ∇Ω0 = −Ω˚0k/ω and k × (k × A˚0) =
k(k • A˚0)− k2A˚0,
ωkP = k× (k× A˚0), (10a) ωM = k× A˚0. (10b)
When the vetor potential omponents are periodi funtions they an be onsidered
to be plane waves. Unlike Lorenz elds dened by nonloal potentials, the polariza-
tions are loal funtions. They are orthogonal, P•M = 0, and have no longitudinal
omponents, k•P = k•M = 0; they arry a ux M×P = ω−2(k× A˚0)2k/k equal
to D ×H when E = B = 0 and travel indenitely in a ray diretion k at speed a
without driving soures.
3.2. Polarization ux loalization. Polarization waves provide, at least, a las-
sial solution to the [7, 8, 9, 21℄ duality. To see how, onsider a vetor potential
with Lissajous phases φ1 = ω1t − k1 • r, φ2 = ω2t − k2 • r and φ3 = ω3t − k3 • r
where k1 = (k1x, k1y, 0), k2 = (k2x, k2y, 0) and k3 = (0, 0, k3z). Though periodi
omponents are not essential, added insight is provided by the simple form
A0 = (sinφ1, sinφ2, sinφ3) . (11a)
When a2k2I = ω
2
I for I = 1, 2 or 3, aA0 = 0. The Lorenz ondition gives
Ω0 = (k1x/k1) sinφ1 + (k2y/k2) sinφ2 + sinφ3. (11b)
This also satises the homogeneous wave equation aΩ0 = 0. So these potentials
an be taken to dene the Eqs. (5) Lorenz polarizations and ux given in the
Appendix.
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When φ1 = φ2 = φ for k1 6= k2 the phase moves on the parametri line
X(t) = [k2y(ω1t− φ)− k1y(ω2t− φ)]/(k1xk2y − k2xk1y), (12a)
Y (t) = [−k2x(ω1t− φ) + k1x(ω2t− φ)]/(k1xk2y − k2xk1y) (12b)
with veloity
V = (k2yω1 − k1yω2, k1xω2 − k2xω1, 0)/(k1xk2y − k2xk1y) (13)
giving V 2 = 2a2k1k2[k1k2 − (k1xk2x + k1yk2y)]/(k1xk2y − k2xk1y)2. If the ux
vetor were to have a omponent perpendiular to the phase veloity the ray would
dissipate. So the vetor produt omponents must vanish or, for the Eqs. (17) and
(13) ux and veloity,
(k2yω1 − k1yω2)(k2xk2y
k2
− k
2
1y
k1
)− (k1xω2 − k2xω1)(−k1xk1y
k1
+
k2
2x
k2
) = 0. (14)
This redues to (k1y +k2x)[k1k2− (k1xk2x+k2yk1y)] = 0. So, k1 and k2 an satisfy
two alternative onditions for ux and phase veloity diretions to be aligned. The
phase φ is a parameter that gives simple harmoni polarizations. But φ is not a
wave phase fator unless ω1 = ω2, beause it is onned to the line dened by
Eqs. (12). As k1 → k2, the ray-like harater persists.
Although the ase for k1 6= k2would appear to have physial relevane in de-
sribing light-like waves, the more general ase in whih φ1 6= φ2 may provide a
partile desription for light. In this ase, the phase point (φ1, φ2) moves on a path
dened by Eqs. (12) with φ replaed by φ1 or φ2. Now, the ux has the Eq. (16)
form. To prevent ray dissipation by ux omponents normal to the phase path,
restraints must again be applied to k1 and k2. These will depend on φ1 and φ2.
This means the ux is arried by phase points. This ase is illustrated in Fig. 1
for selet wave vetor values that give V = (a, 0, 0). Constrution details are given
in the aption. Signiantly, Fig. 1 shows that V an equal a even when V and
M × P are not aligned. The onentrated energy bearers an be marshaled into
ensembles.
4. Disussion
Above, I have shown the Lorenz ondition an selet light-like rays from ele-
tromagneti elds. This permits light mehanism study. Also, its equivalene to
harge onservation limits potentials transformation. These aspets are disussed
below.
4.1. Potentials transformation. Early last entury, H. A. Lorentz (1853-1928)
made two omments on Maxwell eld potentials. First, the Eqs. (4) eletri eld
strength and magneti indution are unhanged in form for any gauge funtion, χ,
that gives new potentials dened by
A = A1 −∇χ (15a) and Ω = Ω1 + χ˚/a. (15b)
Gauge restraints are now widely aepted [10℄. Some gauges do not even speify
a gauge funtion. For these, a gauge funtion further restrains the potentials.
The seond omment was that Eq. (1), dubbed the Lorentz ondition, auses the
Maxwell eld potentials to satisfy the Eqs. (2) wave equations. This is shown
in [11℄. Lorentz did not relate these omments. So, the Lorentz ondition has been
treated as a gauge that an be freely hanged. This freedom and wave funtion
potential nonloality have aused potential reality to be denied. When Eq. (1) is
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Figure 1. This gure depits a phase and ux diretions non-
alignment instane. Polarizations are dened by text Eqs. (11)
Lissajous potentials with vetor potential omponent wave vetors
k1 = ([(
√
265 − 3)/16] 12 ,−
√
3/8, 0) and k2 = (1/
√
2,
√
3/2, 0).
For these potentials the text Eq. (13) phase veloity, V, equals
(a, 0, 0). The hathing represents onstant vetor potential x-
and y-omponent values at phases φ1 = −7.60 + 2πn and φ2 =
2.55 + 2πm. These travel with wave speed a in their respetive
wave vetor diretions. The Lissajous periodiities have the rel-
ative value (ω1/ω2)
2 = (k1/k2)
2 = (
√
265 + 3)/32 ≈ 0.60. The
text Eq. (16a) eletri polarization P at (φ1, φ2) has omponents
P1 normal to k1 and P2 normal to k2. These omponents depend
independently on the k's, φ's and vetor potential omponent mag-
nitudes to give a omposite polarization P and ux M×P. Both
V and M × P hange magnitude and diretion as the k's are in-
dependently hanged. But M ×P an be brought into alignment
with xed V by hanging the vetor potential omponent relative
magnitudes and, equivalently for the Eqs. (11) potentials, the φ's.
This alignment is required to keep a ray from dissipating.
harge onservation, as I have shown above that it is, these omments are oupled.
As harge onservation, Eq. (1) is a basi law. With this, in Se. 2 I have shown
the Eqs. (2) wave funtion potentials give the Eq. (6) eld equations with Maxwell
form. This is the seond omment onverse. Thus, Maxwell elds must always have
wave funtion potentials. The potentials an be loal, nonloal or mixed. Further,
as a basi law, Eq. (1) an not be freely hanged.
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When the original potentials are soured wave funtions Eqs. (15) resolve to three
Lorenz lasses that need not have the gauge funtion form. First, the new potentials
are not wave funtions. Seond, the new potentials are wave funtions with hanged
soure values. Third, the new potentials are wave funtions with unhanged soure
values. In the rst ase the Lorentz ondition will not apply. Then, harge will not
be onserved and the potentials will not propagate with a wave speed. Both must
be spurned. The latter, beause tests in [12, 13, 14, 15℄ show longitudinal eletri
elds to propagate with nite speed. The last two ases will onserve harge if the
Lorentz ondition persists. This persistene will assure Lorenz eld equations in
whih harge and urrent density are deemed observables that produe potentials
and elds yielding emergent light-like waves. These onserve harge progressively
as desribed in Se. 3.1. Further, loalized energy is onveyed on ray forming phase
points as desribed in Se. 3.2. For gauge transformations, persistene requires the
Lorenz gauge, aχ ≡ ∇ •∇χ − ◦◦χ/a2 = 0. It suppresses the polarizations and,
thus, their dependent, emergent rays.
4.2. Light mehanization. In the late eighteen hundreds, H. von Helmholtz (1821-
94) tried to unite eletromagneti theories [16℄. To this end he based his onept
on eletri and magneti polarization. From this he obtained wave equations for a
homogeneous medium. His transverse waves have speed c/
√
ǫµ. Here c is the va-
uum light speed. Only diult, preision measurements ould omplete the theory,
beause his longitudinal wave speed has any value greater than or equal to zero.
Unlike Helmholtz waves, Lorenz waves are simply transverse, beause Eq. (6b) gives
∇ •P = 0.
To promote his onept, Helmholtz issued a hallenge to measure a oupling be-
tween eletromagnetism and dieletri polarization. His former student, H. Hertz
(1857-94), later laimed the prize. He then went on to observe dipole radiation re-
etion and interferene. Based on this Hertz onluded that polarization propaga-
tion is like vauum light [17, pp. 19 and 122-3℄ and [18℄. Hertz's dipole eld [4,17,18℄
has radial, transverse wave emergene in the far eld. At intermediate distanes
the waves have greater than light speed that approahes light speed in the far eld.
These waves hange from longitudinal to transverse as the radial diretion hanges
from dipole length to dipole equator. Hertz reoniled these properties in the equa-
torial plane by observing strobed interferene between free air and straight wire
waves [17, pp. 150-5℄. His and reent [19℄ reports suggest light struture may be
open to study. Antiphased elds in [19℄ may represent an Eq. (6d) Ampere law
based, magnetoindutive internal struture [2℄.
For vauum polarization waves Eq. (8a) takes a simple form. By the Gauss
theorem, it represents an equality between the temporal energy hange in a volume
and the energy ux through its surfae. For monohromati waves, M×P an be
written using the Hertz analogy as hνf where hν is photon energy and f is photon
ux with oherene length inversely related to monohromatiity departure [20℄.
This dependene means that the photon power density must approah zero as the
oherene length beomes very large for monohromati photons. The ompat,
quantum partile photon onept is untenable in this limit. The onept is further
threaten by onfounding photon size with wavelength. This problem is revealed
by the Table 1 benhmarks. There the lowest energy photons have a wavelength
greater than the Earth orbit radius. These onits are homologized in [21℄ by
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setting a hypothetial photon energy density equal to a ux magnitude divided by
the energy transfer speed.
Table 1. Some Vauum Photon Properties
Energy Frequeny Wavelength Energy Frequeny Wavelength
hν ν Hz λ m hν ν Hz λ m
1 GeV 0.241E24 12.4E-14 1 µeV [17℄ 0.241E9 12.4E1
1 MeV 0.241E21 12.4E-11 1 neV 0.241E6 12.4E4
1 keV 0.241E18 12.4E-8 1 peV 0.241E3 12.4E7
1 eV 0.241E15 12.4E-5 1 feV 0.241 12.4E10
1 meV 0.241E12 12.4E-2 1 aeV [19℄ 0.241E-3 12.4E13
For energy, h is Plank's onstant. Eletron rest mass equals 0.5 MeV, visible light at
5000 A˚ equals 2.48 eV and osmi mirowave bakground radiation at 3 K equals 0.26
meV. Atomi nuleus radii are about E-12 m, atomi radii are about E-8 m, Earth
radius is 6.38E8 m and Earth orbit radius is 1.5E13 m. Solar radiant energy ux at
Earth is 8.58E21 eV/(s m
2
) with an energy distribution that should be appropriate for
the 5780 K eetive sun temperature. The H. Hertz, Eletri Waves, D. E. Jones,
trans. (Dover Pubs., In., NY, 1962) and P. J. Chi and C. T. Russell, Phase
skipping and Poynting ux of ontinuous pulsations, J. Geophys. Res. 103:A12,
29479-29491(1998) itations attempt internal struture study.
When phase point motion and wave ux are not aligned, ux normal to the
phase point motion would fore ray dissipation. This is like saying that all light
rays are eletromagneti, but not all eletromagneti waves are light rays. Failure
to reognize this has prevented light-like rays from being found in eletromagneti
elds to help desribe light behavior in optis and photography [7,8,9℄. Synhrotron
light emitted as rays by high speed eletrons in a irular orbit supports this. These
rays are attributed to the radial aeleration not the periodi linear aeleration
required to maintain the eletron energy. Their presene in the eletri eld has
not been shown [22, 23, 24℄. However, one unonrmed report [25℄ nds them to
be eletrially polarized in the eletron orbit plane like the Se. 3.2 phase direted
polarization waves.
Although phase independene is ompelling, its nonexistene would support
treating rays as having the losely bound potentials desribed in Se. 3.1 above.
In this limit energy should still be borne progressively by harge onserving phase
points. Even so, phase independene is a hidden variable whose onsequene is
unintuitive. Whether eletromagneti energy loalization to phase points is onsis-
tent with quantum statistis should be examined elsewhere, beause it has speial
features to help model the standard quantum osillators. The points are dened by
Lissajous potentials. They bear a xed ux at onstant speed. They vanish where
either harge annot be onserved or ux and phase are not aligned. Individually,
they do not bear osillations. But they an be marshaled into Eq. (20), Piekara
bead-hain, ux magnitude beads. These features provide a new means to help
desribe light generation. If ux and phase alignment were required for light gener-
ation, its low intrinsi likelihood would predit a small eieny. One hallenge is
light from atoms. Its study ould help inrease laser output when atoms are aligned
by shell struture.
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5. Conlusion
I have shown that if Lorenz had published eld equations eletromagnetism as
we know it today would have a solid, delay based etiology. We would have Lorenz
ondition equivalene to harge onservation, light-like ray emergene from elds
and energy onveyane by eld phase points. Based on this I propose that the terms
Lorenz ondition" and Lorentz ondition" be retained. The Lorentz ondition
would be only a potentials transformation. The Lorenz ondition would express
harge onservation in a form left unhanged by potentials transformation, Lorenz
ovariane. Further, the light-like rays that onvey loalized energy in Lorenz elds
esape disovery in modern Maxwell elds. So, they may aid photon mehanization.
Appendix
For the Eqs. (11) potentials, Eqs. (5) gives
P = (
k2xk2y
k2
cosφ2 −
k2
1y
k1
cosφ1,
k1xk1y
k1
cosφ1 − k
2
2x
k2
cosφ2, 0), (16a)
M = (0, 0, k2x cosφ2 − k1y cosφ1) and (16b)
M×P = (k2x cosφ2 − k1y cosφ1)×
× (−k1xk1y
k1
cosφ1 +
k2
2x
k2
cosφ2,
k2xk2y
k2
cosφ2 −
k21y
k1
cosφ1, 0).
(16)
Taking φ1 = φ2 = φ gives the simple harmoni polarizations and ux
P = cosφ(
k2xk2y
k2
− k
2
1y
k1
,
k1xk1y
k1
− k
2
2x
k2
, 0), (17a)
M = cosφ(0, 0, k2x − k1y) and (17b)
M×P = (k2x − k1y) cos2 φ(−k1xk1y
k1
+
k22x
k2
,
k2xk2y
k2
− k
2
1y
k1
, 0) (17)
having bead-hain [21℄ ux squared magnitude
|M ×P|2 = (k2x − k1y)2[k22x − 2
k2xk1y
k1k2
(k2xk1x + k2yk1y) + k
2
1y] cos
4 φ. (18)
When k1 = k2 = k = (kx, ky, 0), the polarizations further simplify to
kP = (kx − ky) cosφ(ky ,−kx, 0) and (19a)
M = cosφ(0, 0, kx − ky) (19b)
with the ux having diretion k and magnitude
|M×P| = (kx − ky)2 cos2 φ. (20)
This ux is highly anisotropi with maximum values for kx = −ky and null values
for kx = ky.
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